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Abstract: This study used polystyrene latex colloids as model microplastic particles (MPs) and
systematically investigated their retention and transport in glass bead-packed columns. Different pore
volumes (PVs) of MP influent suspension were first injected into the columns at different ionic strengths
(ISs). The breakthrough curves (BTCs) were obtained by measuring the MP concentrations of the
effluents. Column dissection was then implemented to obtain retention profiles (RPs) of the MPs by
measuring the concentration of attached MPs at different column depths. The results showed that the
variation in the concentrations of retained MPs with depth changed from monotonic to non-monotonic
with the increase in the PV of the injected influent suspension and solution IS. The non-monotonic
retention was attributed to blocking of MPs and transfer of these colloids among collectors in the
down-gradient direction. The BTCs were well simulated by the convection-diffusion equation
including two types of first-order kinetic deposition (i.e., reversible and irreversible attachment).
However, this model could not well simulate the non-monotonic retention profiles due to the fact
that the transfer of colloids among collectors was not considered. The results in this study are critical
to developing models to simulate the fate and transport of MPs in porous media such as soil.
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1. Introduction

Plastic, such as polyethylene and polystyrene polymer, is widely used due to the fact of its
easy manufacturing, low cost, and stable chemical properties [1]. The extensive production and
use of plastics have caused considerable release of them into the environment. The released plastic
products can be decomposed into microplastic particles (MPs), i.e., plastic particles or flakes with
diameters ranging from 100 nm to 5 mm [2,3]. The MPs are widely found in rivers [4], sedimentary
habitats [5], and soil [6,7]. These MPs can further enter into the food chain and pose threat to humans
and organisms [6]. Therefore, it is of significant importance for understanding the fate and transport of
MPs in the environment, such as soil, to accurately assess their environmental risks.

The well-known colloid filtration theory (CFT) has been widely utilized to predict the transport of
colloid particles in soil porous media [8–10]. The CFT takes deposition as the major process controlling
particle transport in porous media, which is controlled by Brownian diffusion, interception, and
sedimentation. The deposition is quantified by calculating the single collector removal efficiency (η) in
the CFT which is defined as the ratio of the rate of colloid deposition onto a collector to the convective
transport of upstream particles toward the projected area of the collector [11,12].
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The CFT successfully predicted colloid transport in porous media by determining
the value of η under favorable chemical conditions (i.e., in the absence of repulsive
Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) interaction energies). However, considerable
discrepancies existed between the CFT prediction and experimental observations under unfavorable
chemical conditions. In this case, an empirical parameter (i.e., attachment efficiency α) was introduced,
and the value of η is a product of α and η0 (single collector contact efficiency). The η0 means the rate at
which particles strike a collector surface to the rate at which particles flow toward the collector [11,12].
The α describes the fraction of collisions with collectors that cause attachment.

The value of η0 can be theoretically calculated by various correlation equations developed in the
literature as summarized in Shen et al. [10] and Molnar et al. [13]. The value of α can be experimentally
determined by conducting column experiments to obtain breakthrough curves (BTCs). In addition to
the BTCs, the retention profiles (RPs, the variation in the concentration of retained MPs with depth of a
column) can also be obtained by column dissection to reveal mechanisms controlling colloid transport
in porous media [14–16]. For example, the CFT predicts that the concentration of retained colloids in
porous media decreases exponentially with increasing travel distance. The results are in agreement
with the experimental observations conducted under favorable conditions. However, the RPs were
frequently found to be non-exponential under unfavorable conditions [15,17–25]. For example,
hyper-exponential RPs have been frequently observed [9,20,21,26,27] which are attributed to the
heterogeneities of collector surfaces or colloid populations [28–30] and staining [9,31,32].

Non-monotonic RPs, the concentration of retained colloids which firstly increase and then decrease
with the distance from the column inlet, have also been reported [22–25,30,33,34]. Surface heterogeneity
has been used to explain non-monotonic RPs [35]. Specifically, the surface heterogeneity can cause
the depth of the secondary minimum varying from 0 kT to several tens of kT (k is Boltzmann constant
and T is absolute temperature). The secondary minima with depths comparable to the average kinetic
energy of a colloid (i.e., 1.5 kT) can only temporarily immobilize colloids. These colloids can be
released by Brownian diffusion and then reattached onto collectors in a down-gradient direction.
Release and reattachment have been observed in microscopic experiments [36]. Such detachment and
reattachment could cause the non-monotonic RPs. In addition, several theoretical studies hypothesized
that the transfer of colloids via secondary-minimum association among collectors could also cause
the non-monotonic RPs [24,34,37–39]. However, such transfer of colloids via secondary-minimum
association among collectors in porous media has not been experimentally observed to date.

The objective of this study was thus to testify to whether the transfer of colloids among
collectors that existed in porous media could occur for MPs by conducting column experiments
using carboxyl-modified polystyrene latex colloids as model MP colloids. Different pore volumes
(PVs) of MP influent suspensions were injected into the glass bead-packed columns, and the column
dissections were done to measure the RPs. We observed down-gradient movement of the peaks of
the RPs with the increase in the PV, verifying the transfer of MPs among collectors. The findings in
this study are important for developing models to accurately predict fate and transport of MPs in the
subsurface environments.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. MPs and Porous Media

The model MPs used were polystyrene latex colloids with carboxyl functional groups which
had a density of 1.055 g cm−3 and an average diameter of 1 µm. The latex colloids were added into
NaCl electrolyte solution at different ionic strengths (ISs, i.e., 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2 M), resulting in a
concentration of 20 mg L−1 MP suspensions for column transport experiments. We adjusted the pH of
the MP suspensions to 7 by adding HCl and NaOH. A Zetasizer Nano ZS90 was adopted to measure
the hydrodynamic diameters and zeta potentials of MPs at different ISs.
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Glass beads, ranging in size from 250 to 300 µm, were used as model collectors for packing the
columns. The method of Elimelech and O’Melia [40] was used to remove impurities from the glass
bead surfaces. In brief, the glass beads were thoroughly washed by deionized (DI) water, soaked in
1 M HNO3 for 10 h at 20 ◦C, and cleaned with DI water. The zeta potentials of the glass beads were
measured by the method of Tufenkji and Elimelech [41]. Briefly, 7 g of clean glass beads were placed
in 15 mL electrolyte solution at different ISs, followed by sonicating of the suspension for 20 min.
Then the supernatant was taken for the measurement.

2.2. Column Transport Experiments

Transport experiments of MPs were carried out in acrylic columns that were wet-packed with
clean glass beads. The inner diameter of the acrylic column was 3 cm and the length was 10 cm.
The porosities of the packed columns (f ) were approximately 0.36 which were calculated according to
the following equation:

f = 1−
m
ρV

(1)

where m is the dry mass of the glass beads in packed columns, ρ is the glass beads density, and V is the
column volume.

All column transport experiments adopted a flow velocity of 3 × 10−5 m s−1. Prior to each
transport experiment, 20 PVs of background NaCl electrolyte solution was injected into the column
firstly to balance the pore aqueous solution chemistry. Then, different PVs (2, 10, or 50 PVs) of the MP
suspension were delivered to the column to allow the MPs attached on the surfaces of the glass beads
(phase 1). Finally, a background electrolyte solution with no MPs was injected to displace the MPs that
remained in the pores of the porous media (phase 2). A UV-Vis spectrophotometry was used for the
determination of the effluent concentration of the MPs at a wavelength of 430 nm.

2.3. Column Dissection Experiments

The packed bed in each column was divided into ten 1 cm long segments following the transport
experiment to gain the RPs of the MPs using the method by Li et al. [33]. Briefly, attached MPs were
released by placing the glass beads from the dissection into DI water. The suspension was sonicated
for 1 min and shaken for a few seconds, and the concentrations of released MPs in the supernatant
samples were determined. Blank experiments were also done to check whether colloidal impurities
could be released from glass beads. Specially, the column experiments were done using the same
procedure as above expect that an MP-free suspension was used in phase 1 instead of MP suspensions.

The fractions of MPs recovered from the column experiments in different phases (M12, phase 1
and 2; Ms, column dissection; MT, total mass recovery = M12 + M2) were calculated by dividing the
recovered mass of each phase by the total input mass.

2.4. Calculation of Attachment Efficiency

The value of α can be obtained by conducting column experiments and calculated by the
following expression:

α = −
2
3

dc

(1− f )η0L
ln(C/C0) (2)

where C is the MP concentration in the aqueous phase, C0 is the initial influent concentration, dc is
the glass beads’ diameter, f is the porosity of the packed column, and L is the length of the column.
The value of C/C0 was obtained from BTCs by averaging those measured between PVs 1.8 and 2 [41–43].

2.5. DLVO Interaction Energy Calculations

The mechanisms of attachment of the MPs on the glass beads were interpreted by calculating
interaction energies at different ISs using the DLVO theory. The surfaces of MPs and the glass beads
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were assumed to be spherical and planar, respectively. The total DLVO energy (U) between a sphere
and a planar surface was the summation of van der Waals attraction (UVDW), Born repulsion (UBR),
and double layer interaction energy (UDL) [42–47]. The UVDW, UBR, and UDL were calculated using the
expressions developed by Gregory [48], Ruckenstein and Prieve [49], and Hogg et al. [50], respectively.

U = UVDW + UBR + UDL (3)

UVDW = −
Aap

6h(1 + 14h/λ)
(4)

UBR =
Aχ6

7560

 8ap + h(
2ap + h

)7 +
6ap − h

h7

 (5)

UDL = πεε0ap

{
2ψpψc ln

[
1 + exp(−κh)
1− exp(−κh)

]
+

(
ψ2

p +ψ2
c

)
ln[1− exp(−2κh)]

}
(6)

where A is Hamaker constant for a glass–water–polystyrene system, ap is the MP radius, h is the
separation distance between MPs and glass beads, λ is the characteristic wavelength of the dielectric,
usually taken to be 100 nm, χ is the Born collision parameter, taken to be 0.5 nm, ε0 is the permittivity
of free space, ε is the permittivity of water, ψp and ψc are the zeta potentials of the MP and glass
beads, respectively, and κ is the inverse Debye screening length. A value of 1 × 10−20 was chosen
for the Hamaker constant of a glass–water–polystyrene system, as has been adopted in previous
studies [40,51,52].

2.6. Transport Model

Under unfavorable conditions, colloids could be retained in both primary and secondary minima
which are considered to be reversible and irreversible, respectively [41,47]. As is discussed later, both
primary and secondary minimum attachments of MPs occur in the porous media. Therefore, both
attachments were considered in the model. The one-dimensional convection–dispersion equation
including the two attachments is written as:

∂C
∂t

+
ρ

θ

(
∂S1

∂t
+
∂S2

∂t

)
= D

∂2C
∂x2 − v

∂C
∂x

(7)

where C is the MP concentration in the aqueous phase, t is time, ρ is the bulk density of porous
media, S is the solid phase concentration, with subscripts 1 and 2 representing the aforementioned two
attachment sites, x is the transport distance, D is the diffusion coefficient, and v is the Darcy’s flux.
S1 and S2 are described as:

ρ
∂S1

∂t
= θka1ψC− kd1ρS1 (8)

ρ
∂S2

∂t
= θka2ψC (9)

where ka and kd are the rate of first-order deposition (attachment) and entrainment (detachment),
respectively, and ψ is a dimensionless colloid retention function, which is used to explain the blocking
effects. The blocking means that colloids deposited on collector surfaces inhibited the attachment of
subsequent approach colloids from solution [31]. A Langmuirian dynamics equation [53] has been
proposed for ψ to describe the blocking as:

ψ =
Smax − S

Smax
= 1−

S
Smax

(10)

where Smax is the maximum solid phase concentration.
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The model adopted a zero initial influent concentration, pulse input, and a zero
concentration-gradient boundary concentration [54]. Similar to previous studies [55–57], the value
of D for the porous media of glass beads were determined by simulating the BTCs data of tracer Cl−

using the model with both ka and kd equal to 0. Note that the value of D for the MPs and tracer Cl−

might be different [58]. The values of attachment parameters were obtained by simulating the MP
breakthrough data using the transport model [59]. The aforementioned simulations were done using
the Hydrus 1-D software.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electrokinetic Properties of MPs and Collectors

The zeta potentials and hydrodynamic diameters of MPs and zeta potentials of glass beads at
different ISs are presented in Table 1. The zeta potentials of the MPs and glass beads were negative at
all of the tested ISs, indicating that the MP deposition was unfavorable. An increase in the IS caused
the zeta potentials to become less negative because of the compression of the electrical double layer.
There was only a very slight change in the diameters of the MPs, illustrating that the aggregation of
MPs was minor at the solution ISs considered in this study. These measured values of zeta potentials
and sizes were used to calculate DLVO interaction energies between the MPs and glass bead surfaces
as shown in Figure 1.

Table 1. Zeta potentials of microplastic particles (MPs) and glass beads, and sizes of the MPs at different
ionic strengths (ISs).

IS (M)
Zeta Potential (mV)

MP Size (nm)
Glass Beads MPs

0.2 −26.1 −34.1 997.2
0.1 −31.7 −43.9 982.4

0.01 −50.4 −67.3 943.1
0.001 −53.6 −75.7 910.4
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Figure 1. (a) Calculated Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) interaction energy plotted as
a function of separation distance at different ISs. (b) Re-plotted interaction energy profiles of (a) to
highlight depth and location of secondary energy minima.

3.2. BTCs of MPs

Figure 2 presents the BTCs for the MPs with the injection of different PVs of MP influent
suspensions. The value of C/C0 was plotted as a function of PV. Pore volume was defined as the ratio
of the volume of injected MP suspension to the total pore volume of a porous medium.
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Figure 2. Measured (symbols) and simulated (lines) breakthrough curves (BTCs) for the MPs from
saturated columns packed with glass beads. Phase 1—injection of MP influent suspension: (a) 2 pore
volumes (PVs); (b) 10 PVs; (c) 50 PVs at different ISs (orange, 0.001 M; pink, 0.01 M; blue, 0.1 M; green,
0.2 M); Phase 2—elution with MP-free electrolyte solution.

The total of the PVs of the MP influent suspension for a BTC is denoted as TPV later in the paper.
The values of C/C0 were close to 0 at high ISs, indicating that almost all colloids were completely
deposited under these chemical conditions. The DLVO interaction energy calculations (see Figure 1
and Table 2) show that the secondary minima were deep at high ISs (≥0.1 M) and the energy barriers
(from 17.3 kT to 301.6 kT) were much larger than the average kinetic energy of a colloid (1.5 kT). Hence,
the MPs were favorably deposited at the secondary minima at the high ISs. However, colloids could
also be deposited in primary minima because the energy barrier could be reduced or even eliminated
by the physical and chemical heterogeneities that existed on glass bead surfaces [15,52,60]. Fewer MPs
were attached in the columns at a lower IS as indicated by the high values of C/C0. This was due to
the reason that decreasing solution IS increased the repulsive energy barrier and decreased the depth
of the secondary minimum (see Figure 1 and Table 2). Therefore, both the deposition at the primary
and secondary minima were reduced at low ISs [61,62]. Note that even if the attachment occurred at
physical and chemical heterogeneities, such attachment was still influenced by the solution IS under
unfavorable chemical conditions [52].

Table 2. Calculated maximum energy barriers (Umax), detachment energy barriers from primary
minimum (∆U) (i.e., Umax−Upri, where Upri is the primary minimum), secondary minimum depths
(−Usec), and distances for the MPs interacting with glass beads at different ISs.

IS (M) Umax (kT) ∆U (kT)
−Usec

Depth (kT) Distance (nm)

0.2 17.3 110.4 40.8 2.7
0.1 301.6 77.9 18.4 5.3
0.01 1761.3 123.8 1.4 28.0

0.001 2379.8 402.1 0.1 625.1

The value of C/C0 almost kept constant when 2 TPVs of MP influent suspension were injected
(Figure 2a), indicating that the deposition sites on the glass bead surfaces were enough and no blocking
existed. The blocking became more prominent with an increase in the TPV of the MP influence
suspension and the solution IS as indicated by the rising values of C/C0 at the plateaus of BTCs in
Figure 2b,c. The BTCs in Figure 2 showed that tails existed at all solution ISs in phase 2. The tails
were particularly prominent at low ISs. This was because the energy barriers were high at low ISs,
which reduced the attachment in the primary minima. Moreover, more shallow secondary energy
wells existed at the low ISs. The colloids attached at the shallow energy wells could detach into the
solution spontaneously by Brownian diffusion [10,17,19,63].
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Note that Wang et al. [46] showed that the colloids attached atop nanoscale protruding asperities
via primary minimum association could also spontaneously detach by Brownian diffusion because the
nanoscale protruding asperities could reduce the depth of primary minimum. Spontaneous detachment
will occur if the depths of primary minima are comparable to the average kinetic energy of a colloid.

The obtained BTCs were used to calculate the experimental attachment efficiency (α) using
Equation (1) at different ISs. The values of C/C0 between 1.8 and 2.0 PVs for a BTC were used for the
calculations [14–16]. The attachment efficiency at different ISs increased from 0.04 to 0.82 when the
solution IS increased from 0.001 M to 0.2 M (see Figure 3). These values were comparable to those
obtained under similar experimental conditions in the literature [37,41,45,47].
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3.3. Profiles of Retained Particles

The RPs of MPs are presented in Figure 4, where the MP attachment concentration is plotted
as a function of the depth from the column inlet. The RPs of the MPs were found to be dependent
on both the IS and injected TPV of MP influent suspension. Specifically, when only 2 TPVs of MP
influent suspension were injected, the shapes of RPs were monotonic. In contrast, non-monotonic
shapes of RPs were observed at ISs of 0.1 and 0.2 M with injection of 10 and 50 TPVs of MP influent
suspension. Specifically, the maximum concentration of retained MPs was located at a distance from
the inlet of the column. It is interesting to note that the distance from the column inlet at which
the maximum concentration of MPs was located increased with the TPV of MP influent suspension
(Figure 4). This indicates that the transfer of MPs among collectors in the down-gradient direction
occurred. The total mass recovery reached unity under all conditions expect at 0.1 and 0.2 M with
50 TPVs of injected MP suspension (Table 3). The irreversible attachment was likely the cause of the
presence of surface heterogeneity on glass beads. Shen et al. [60] illustrated that colloids attached at
large surface charge heterogeneities are very firm, attributable to an increase in the primary minimum
depth and adhesion with the increasing size of the charge heterogeneity. These attached colloids cannot
be released by IS reduction and increase of flow velocity. Li et al. [47] indicated that the irreversible
colloid attachment can also occur at concave locations of the rough collector surfaces.

The transfer of colloids among collectors was regarded to be those deposited at the secondary energy
minimum [24]. The secondary minimum deposition was found to be a major retention mechanism
for colloid retention under unfavorable conditions even under high IS conditions [15,17,64–66].
The colloids associated at secondary minima are located at certain distances from the collector surfaces
and can translate and rotate along collector surfaces by hydrodynamic shear [47]. The mobilizing
colloids may be released to bulk pore fluid via diffusion or expulsion at stagnation point regions or
reattached at physical and chemical heterogeneities on down-gradient glass-bead surfaces at primary
minima, causing the non-monotonic RPs. The mobilizing colloids may also be stably deposited at
secondary minimum if the hydrodynamic shear is balanced by tangential adhesive forces (e.g., from
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rough asperities) [10,52]. Note that we did not observe hyper-exponential profiles, indicating that
heterogeneities of colloid populations and straining have a minor influence on the MP deposition in
our study [10,67].
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Table 3. MPs mass balance in different phases of column experiments. M12, phase 1 and 2; Ms,
dissection experiments; MT, total mass recovery (= M12 + Ms).

PV of Injected
MP Suspension

IS
(M)

M12
(%)

MS
(%)

MT
(%)

2 0.2 0.49 103.14 103.63
2 0.1 4.03 101.18 105.21
2 0.01 82.51 23.58 106.09
2 0.001 90.37 19.65 110.02

10 0.2 0.73 101.38 102.1
10 0.1 3.93 99.21 103.14
10 0.01 72.3 37.52 109.82
10 0.001 93.91 13.36 107.27
50 0.2 2.36 90.22 92.57
50 0.1 8.29 88.06 96.35
50 0.01 77.52 27.47 104.99
50 0.001 89.9 17.96 107.86

3.4. Modeling BTCs and RPs

The transport model simulated the BTCs and RPs in Figures 2 and 4, respectively. The model
well simulated the BTCs (R2 > 0.99) and the RPs when they exhibited monotonic shape. However, the
model could not simulate the non-monotonic shapes of the RPs that occurred at 0.1 and 0.2 M with an
injection of 10 and 50 TPVs of influent suspension, because the model did not capture the transfer of
colloids among collectors.

Similarly, Li and Johnson [33] and Tong et al. [34] showed that the convection-diffusion
equation including a first-order reversible kinetic deposition could not successfully capture the
non-monotonic RPs.

Bradford et al. [56] simulated colloid transport in homogeneous porous media by developing a
continuum model under unfavorable conditions. This model not only well described the BTCs but
also produced a non-monotonic shape of RPs. The model considered that particles via secondary
minimum association could roll along the collector surface until they reached the attachment sites
where the adhesive torque dominated over the hydrodynamic torque. They introduced a parameter
to represent the average distance that particles must transport along the collector surfaces to find an
attachment site. Wang et al. [22] used the two-species model and successfully simulated the RPs of
polyvinylpyrrolidone-coated silver nanoparticles in ultisol. Modifying these models for the application
of them for simulating the transport of MPs is an ongoing topic but beyond the scope of this study.
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4. Conclusions

By carrying out saturated porous medium experiments, we showed that the retention of MPs
increased with increase of IS which is in agreement with the DLVO prediction that the primary and
secondary minimum deposition increases with increasing solution IS. Blocking was more prominent
with the injection of more PVs of MP suspension. The shapes of RPs changed from monotonic to
non-monotonic with an increase in the input PV of the colloid suspension at high ISs, indicating
that the transfer of colloids among collectors in the down-gradient direction occurred. Although the
transport model including first-order reversible and irreversible deposition well described the BTCs
and monotonic RPs, it could not capture the shapes of the non-monotonic RPs, because it did not
consider the colloid transfer. These results have important implications for the development of models
for accurate prediction of MP transport in subsurface environments.
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